
GOOD FICTION STORY IDEAS TO WRITE ABOUT

Use these 10 short story ideas to write your first 10 stories, one per week. I promise Then, write a story, true or fictional,
involving that wound. Good writers don't turn away from death, which is, after all, the universal human experience.

Out of Paradise: You just got kicked out of heaven. What they never thought of, though, was the fact that one
day, the could be kidnapped and used as leverage. Due to climate change, all food has to be manufactured in
bulk and distributed. Your character finds a homeless family on his doorstep and invites them into his home to
sleep. Write a book about how the world used to be plagued with war and famine and inhumanity. Then, out
of nowhere, he hands your character a gun, takes a few steps back, and fires a couple of rounds into the
ceiling. Write the story. Write about how your character lives on a planet other than Earth. Write a story about
how the outdoors is plagued with radioactive particles created by a new technology once thought to eradicate
airborne diseases. It soon becomes increasingly clear that they might not witness it in its entirety. Write about
how the only reason your character is alive is because of a test device implanted around their heart. You're on
a jury and you distrust one of your fellow jurors. Write a book about how a character has been living a very
sheltered, very dangerous life. Write a story about a character living in an average sized town. What she
discovers is not what she was expecting Their memories of their time in that foster home are almost
non-existent. The water people, who use water for everything, and the dirt people, who use dirt for everything.
You actually need very little inspiration to start writing. Your character is the one who was supposed to keep it
safe. The kicker? Your character lines up at the bank very early in the morning, dreading another day of
mind-numbing work ahead at their corporate job. Can they learn to co-exist peacefully, or will their entire
world become mud? Your character feels she can't send the missionary out into the storm, so she lets him
come down into her basement with her. You can find hundreds of ideas for stories on our website. You can
imagine a realistic, yet very different future than what we currently have. As of late, a very large number of
people have been going missing. What happens next is one of the most famous encounters with a monstrous
criminal in short fiction. When an unknown but distinct brand marking is discovered between their shoulder
blades, your character has to find out who they are and why they did it. The Fairies Next Door: Being new in
town, you decided to introduce yourself to the neighbors.


